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VENICE JAPANESE COMMUNITY CENTER 

Emergency Action Plan 

12448 Braddock Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

310-822-8885 

 

 

Emergency Equipment: First aid supplies are available on-site. AEDs are located outside the Men and 

Women’s bathroom and inside the gym outside the Men’s bathroom.  Fire extinguishers are located a key 

locations at the Center. 

 

The steps in reacting to an emergency situation: 

 

1. CHECK: make sure the scene is safe. 

2. CALL: First Call should be 911 with a second the emergency contact listed on the placards located 

throughout the VJCC. 

Most Critical Information: Ask to speak with the ambulance dispatcher and then know your exact 

address: Venice Japanese Community Center, 12448 Braddock Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90066. 

3. Be prepared to provide the following information 
a. Identify yourself and your role in the emergency.  

b. Specify your location: Venice Japanese Community Center, 12448 Braddock Drive, Los 

Angeles, CA 90066.  

c. Give the number of victim(s)  

d. Condition of victim(s)  

e. Time of the incident  

f. Care being provided  

g. Give specific directions to the scene of the emergency  

4. CARE: provide appropriate emergency care for the victim. 

Guide EMS (Emergency Medical Services) to the scene 

a. Direct EMS to scene  

b. Open appropriate gates and doors  

c. Designate individual to "flag down" EMS and direct to scene  

d. Scene control: keep non-emergency medical team members away from the scene 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION: 

1. Remain calm and collected. 

2. If in doubt, assume the worst and react accordingly. 

3. Due to liability reasons, staff should not transfer injured parties in their personal vehicles. 

4. You can’t worsen a situation by applying ice, you can with heat. 
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The steps in reacting to a fire emergency situation: 

 

TYPES OF FIRE EMERGENCIES: 

1. Fire Incident: A “Fire Incident” is a small fire that may be easily extinguished using a portable, hand-

held fire extinguisher (AKA:small incipient stage fire). 

a. Fire extinguisher users, that choose to attempt to put out a small fire, are required to follow all 

proper fire extinguisher usage, such as: 

 

                     
 

b. Use the nearest appropriate type of fire extinguisher. 

c. After the fire is out, ventilate smoke from the area. 

d. Never attempt to use a fire extinguisher if your escape route could become blocked or you just 

don’t feel comfortable about attempting to put out the fire. 

2. Fire Emergency: A fire that cannot be easily and safely extinguished. 

a. Dial: 911 

b. Follow General Guidelines: Emergency Situations detailed above 
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The steps in reacting to a earthquake emergency situation: 

 

1. Evacuate to the middle of the parking lot and stand clear of objects which may fall. 

2. Recommended Earthquake Safety Actions: 
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The steps in reacting to a bomb threat emergency situation: 

 

1. Written Threats 

a. If you receive a written bomb threat should do the following: 

b. Handle written threat as little as possible since examination by trained investigators may reveal 

fingerprints or provide clues as to the identity of the author. Preserve the entire message, 

including the envelope, until released to the investigator. 

c. Contact Office of the Venice Japanese Community Center 

2. Telephone Threats 

a. If you receive a telephone bomb threat should do the following: 

b. As soon as it is clear that the caller is making a bomb threat, let them finish their message 

without interruption. If any response is essential, keep it to one or two words. The following 

should be observed: 

i. Background Noise. 

ii. Caller’s Voice: Male/Female, Soft/Loud/Accent/Course ...etc. 

iii. Caller’s Attitude: Vulgar, Passive, Normal, Calm ...etc. 

iv. Noticeable Speech Defect. 

v. After the caller is finished giving his message, obtain as much specific information from 

the caller as possible and document information thoroughly: 

1. Location of the bomb - including address, building and room 

2. What time it will explode 

3. When it was place 

4. Why it was placed. 

5. What it looks like. 

c. Note whether the caller repeated his message or any part of it. Note the exact time of its receipt. 

Write the message down immediately after the call, exactly as you heard it. Also write down any 

observations of the callers. 

d. Contact 911 and provide the above information to the dispatcher. 
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The steps in reacting to a active shooter emergency situation: 

 

1. Any suspicious behavior, circumstances or observations should be immediately reported to Office of the 

Venice Japanese Community Center, esp. when there appears to be risk of violence. 

2. Should there be an active shooter onsite; the U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security has issued the following 

recommendations. 

 

 

 

 


